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Eagle

  

Bird Carvings from the Wild offers the majestic American Bald Eagle for sale as well as other woodcarving birds. Take this amazing replica
home today! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $145.00

Sales price without tax $145.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

EAGLE (BALD EAGLE)

A majestic bird the Bald Eagle is the national symbol of the United States.  It is
found all over Canada, Alaska and the contiguous United States and northern
Mexico. The eagle has a white head and tail, with dark feathers and a massive
yellow beak.  Spotting an eagle perched in old growth trees or soaring over open
waters and suddenly swooping down to snatch a fish with its talons is a sight not
soon to be forgotten.
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All of our birds are hand-carved from basswood (a very carveable wood that does
not split and takes paint well), hand-feathered to show detail and painted with
acrylic paint. The eyes are glass, feet are metal and base is wood. 

The eagle carving measures 9 inches from head to tail with an overall height of
10.5 inches.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed.

SOLD OUT! IF YOU WISH TO BE NOTIFIED WHRN THE EAGLE IS
AVAILABLE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being protected
from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. document.getEleme
ntById('cloakb1fbe0d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee').innerHTML = ''; var
prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var
addyb1fbe0d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee = 'INFO' + '@';
addyb1fbe0d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee =
addyb1fbe0d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM'; var addy_textb1fbe0d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee = 'INFO' + '@' +
'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloakb1fbe0
d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee').innerHTML +=
''+addy_textb1fbe0d2035bf6933c551593962dc6ee+''; .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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